Communist for Sugar

30 interdependent agribusiness
under com. Snab

Packet
Sugar
Butter

Trust for condensed milk
Fat from each
Margarine
Poultry

No programme for export.
we shall sell when we can;
we shall depend on prices,

We are exporting sugar:
we shall export sugar.
Export 1925 was only up to
300,000 tons this year
from Oct. 1st up to now
Export.

Sugar.

Nearly 2,000,000 tons produced
last year:
About 2,5 million this year.
Com. pea.
variety of American line.
Kremskoye

Saw a plant equipped
with American equipment.
Situation in
vegetable is much better
last year.

We are where plenty
vegetables.
Vegetable programme
was set for.

Two years ago this was
more, this year-

Private trade
New - shortage of meat & fats.
2 reasons:
- Cattle breeding not as exp as it should be.
- Wheat industry is not a modern industry.

Closed stores, etc. on factories or establishments. It figures in Narcomcen.

Take report of 16th Congress of Soviet for cattle.
Cattle bought from individual farms, sent by cattle factories.

When canning industry is completed, it will be a modern & modern industry. Cold storage houses, refrigerated cars will be built, cold Storage railroad cars will be built.

now for dairy.
16 new cold storage houses were brought into operation this year. We are short of butter, milk, etc.

2 problems in cattle:
1. Transport.
They will be 50,000 cows, skim alone on/over plants.

Private trade. You find it only in villages, in bazaars or on street. In bazaars (cannot compete) trade. It is an abominable way of trading. Private trade is hardly noticed. No wholesale private trading. It will disappear. A state, co-op, organism will supply instead.
Far less private today than a year ago.  Considered that 
Coros-Lego, Coros-Moscow & 
It had all opened their 
on shops.  (See Franklin 
1941-9, 1942) 
New store to deal 
on stone line.

Kospacein.  We have 
found a bad reactant. 
Good reactions: cost 
of product is reduced to 
bad cost rising 
Before 50% spread 
will expect state to support 
today of organise. 
Cannot support itself 
people won't have 
be changed. 
Great responsibility in 
head of an organisation. 
It's not wonderful. 
Some will work. More will work more than

He needs.  Your now 
develop on light 
industry more.  
now on heavy industry. 
give 17th 17 John's 
greetings. 

Mr. Samuel Grant. 

Mr. Samuel Grant.
We must govern.

We have now 11 million members. Non-workers are not allowed. But by 1921, 16-year-olds people can join. We can join from 7 to 16. They are young heads of Ossau.

Aims
1. To struggle for 18-hour work.
   Short brigade work.
2. Cultural reformation of our country.
   Automation as a means of cultural relations. We prepare pilots.
   We’ve collected 15 million, mainly for an airship.
   We have no pilots. We have a light...
We want to beat the countries have on us our Zeppelin. We have our school aerostat etc.
2. Chemical
For industry for agriculture, holidays etc. But bad in fettlers etc. We have our co-operating path we compare it with Great Britain without fettlers for cleanliness.

Defence of country. We must have anti-gas. We do not want to fight. We want peace. We need to continue high The population must learn how to handle gas masks. The children learn how to make anti-poison gas objects.

Physical strength: series. We go on that. Shoot sport, rifles small calibre.

It is not a military organisation. We do not want to form a second one. We want a policy of peace, we do not want to attack. We have too many tasks at home. Revolution is a very long way. We know this that big workers in their own countries can make revolutions. We help revolutions, reason. War.

There are two systems. Capitalist countries those but Marxist, contradictions, shd be better.
C'est ainsi que les deux systèmes se heurtent et clash.

Nous avons eu un conflit d'intérêts, Kolchak.

Lenin c'est une position x et une position y.

Le système socialiste et le système capitaliste ne sont pas compatibles.

Nous avons besoin de grands réserves de l'or.

L'or est un produit de rente. Il ne rente pas.

Lenin: « O Pagelle. »

Les contradictions sont inévitables. Les deux systèmes ne peuvent pas coexister.

Lenin: « O Pagelle. »

Renaudotia, not its own government, is opposed to a part of our movement, but the self-government of the bourgeoisie. We propose that this be a plebiscite.

The question of Renaudotia is not decided.
Osseo

Various degrees:
1. Majority go to meet up 
   entry pay from 60k to 3
   college (depends on ways)

   2. Minors go to college,
      major: chemical, 
      physical
      about 2 million do
      this degree
      3. Higher; those in
         pilots, schools, aspiring
         schools. There must
         he about 1000 or
         for aviation schools. 
         We prepare motorized.
         We have our
         2. 7 million
         pavement for curving
         mister. Wealth.
         3. Model: World Wide
            record. We train children
            make the modes.

Chemical Industry
Ammonia synthesis
apt to produce
Nitrates - 23

They set along
slow. Equipment cover
slow.

Trouble main
with labor; food bad;
the had to drive workers.
We can call it forced
labor.

Young people very
enthusiastic.

Officially 7 hours to
but they have to work 12
for special day. 12. ready
for Bazzetti.
They can be 5 yr
plan completed! Not true.

In time they'll learn. Mephed acid plant dry - no means to count products.

Too hastily. Feisty student. Clack - half-looked knowledge.

Electrical industry. Great increase. All telephones made here. Transportation. Line was no man distribution break. Last twenty. Great shortage of electric light bulbs. Then suddenly discover that the store of electric bulbs was wound forgotten.

Political. Fear is very strong. Hold position with special promises. For people - worthless. For trust belief.

For quality ship, making. Chemical industry has been penetrated with sabotage. R K I: my affair.

(End of GP)
Elevator trust - they won't sabotage. Plan is 50.


Stewart reported that it will be economical & increase capacity of old mine instead of making new. Some for more important for accomplishments today - opened new factories.

Huge amounts waste. Exports. I think they'll export heavy chemicals. Alphonic acid. Me.

Deposits are tremendous. Chess, industry will develop in time giving them 5 or 6 years help. They've escaped from one deposit.

Transportation gets better. Line from Ural to Kuznetskaya - terrific.

Theatre Vini-N. "Struggle along continuously for Soviet Union."

Be prepared at any moment to defend your Socialist faithland."
Aug. 27th arrived Australia.
To produce 140,000 cars a
truck’s monthly, supposed to open
on Nov. 1st, but probably not until
early 1932.

Work—worse now; make
worse—on hand; on
night other hand; cost.
What—very?
Gulliver’s Travels.

New River
contrast—one side all
long handled by hand,
other side men carry
sacks. The cement.

Marking.
Old man making a basket in room under window. There are no Communists in that village. First they used to make baskets, we were Kustanai. The baskets were used in Astrakhan. Now we make baskets for export.

Old woman: "It is hard to feed our child. We don't give meat or butter or eggs.

Old man: Can you well feeds you and keep them in Kustanai?

Old woman: "Oh, we haven't got any children." We pretend to be pioneers, but they didn't send an organizer.

Old man: Kolkhoz is a socialist man, of a kolkhoz, a good home and goes off and enjoys himself. Then we are Communists too. Then we sit there and enjoy ourselves.
are none. It's and better now
than before / Revolution
Workers' factory. It is Toronto
now but still it is
better the before / Rev. Before
Rev. they used to make baskets
for a Avakal new they make them
for a co-op society. Before
Rev. there was a school, but
it was used for 3 years now
it is open. After Rev. the
children will be made
better now they're playing.
But people now work in factory
Instead peasant / My
took away our land
and nobody got more
than one cow. Still that's
not bad because we havent
got enough to feed more than
one cow. It is more now
than before Rev. Bad soil
less. Floods
Hundreds of chelum
evrywhere.

1/9
£12
Brighton. My class there
39; 5 bellies; 34
men. / whole school
100 children. and my 12
relatives.
I am a Freind
of Ooonapji. Also
friend of N.P. All
school boys. I go
for Visit to their
to the Red Army. He also
had whie rifles once. They
will be a revolution soon
in some Arab countries
will also have revolution.
They'll be much happier.

B.G. "We have to know that
just how we're going from revolution
years."
5. What do you do
after
S.G. "Oh, that's too live very bad
the years for Red Communists
We won't fire word to Communists,"
I spent a fortnight in prison a little over a year ago. A village was burned by the communists. They burned a school and many homes. I did not arrest 100 people. I had arrested 1000 people.

I have to leave town. The priest of the church was robbed of his money. We are out of time. We can't buy from the cooperative. We are running out of rice. The market is closed. The mosque is closed.

The terrible fate of my cousin. His cousin was a teacher before. He had a house near the school. In 1926 he took care of everything.
Some Communists in our college are at least believers. One called Priest some time ago because he felt the deity in him. I often believe in God, but I don't believe in God. We made them sign papers to say they were done it. My name was John. My name was John. I was freezing. I had on my coat. One woman had just had an operation, with a long wound in her stomach. She went to the doctors to get her for free. I worked a month when we got to keep the kitchen and used to cut about 2 bushels a day. It was freezing cold.

Note: Dr. Norman was at the hospital. I think he became all we heard. In the street lived a house. It was a 3-story building. It collapsed and there were 250 killed. But they said that there were only 5 killed and 45 wounded.
the man and they're treating to close church. Does you know are you just pass a resolution. And need to Americ.First day he get to come.

Old woman

or if it's terrible. How can we live without a con is taking something way? No much they stay. They know it's a mushroom in 1 lake behind. We went up 3 time and then a wasp fly (water sprout) caught hold of him. Shut him down. There is no [word], we can say any more. It come out and talk about it above.

Church - old women, so young people.

Wasn't very fast. I was wearing my cross which is fast. My told me. Take it off.
I said, "I won't. It doesn't hardly
my work, does it?" And now) 

also it was my dress.

Yes, I understand you.

I used to work in a monastery.
My father was a peasant.

I stayed from a village some
months ago and came to
work in the monastery.

9.9. Do you know that you've
a daughter?

Yes. Gospe, je t'y veux.

"Marriage or more."

"Most people get married
at church. But God checks
their body in church. There are
now a lot of divorces and now
are declining marriage. And know
whether it will lead.

The Metropolitan came
from Rome, now it's great
reception he had. When he came out
church, women took off their
shoes, clothes, said the bag's been
in at/on church, is to come here
the first time.

March 21st, private market, we pay
3 francs for a quart lb of tea. Meat
costs 8.40 or 9 lb.

11. I suggested buying meat 2 billy
Cooperative. He said, "You want
anything, please."

Sunday we went to church. We heard
for "Why only children? he said
I'm a child? - "Why? It's the
loaves & fish butter - 1.25
2 kilos meat - 2.50

Sept 1st -

Dear [Name].

The figures are not all
reliable. My son and daughter, they will
consider set them meat; they are
usually on high side.

A man came
to me construction
American propaganda. We
said, "stuff. He said that ever-
was ready except I found
number 7. Still there is a lot of pressure
increased production
we will be able to under-
not responsible to compare costs
production in 2 systems.
The road may be anything from 10 cent to 50 cent. It is worth about 50.

Changfaw, non-party member, had fought in the army under Koltchak. They had sympathy with the Bolshevik.

"Yes, there are many trade unions (of farmers, workers). They're not used to work and they say that they don't get enough to eat and they're not happy in their place. It says, 'help to keep them and their work not paid'?

"I don't know that decree, but in the winter, leaving factories stop them?"

"Chaplygin. To a certain degree they are, for instance, workers. They do not want to go to the countryside but they don't give the document, so we give it to them. But other, black workers, have killed the don't mind. There's such a shortage of labor that they'll be taken anywhere whether they're good or not."

"Document, yes. But before any other things, they're sure to get workers and workers going eating. That's bound to come.

"Yes, every bit of food is good. Did you read about the new ship? You found it and said, perhaps they're worth something."

"Well, it's hard, I suppose, very hard, but you showed that we have been working and fighting the Bolshevik."

"Remember, from Sverdlov, no boots. But this gets just a little better now."

"And we'll be out in last few weeks, here. It's more than here in most places, you see, that's I must take them, after the war."

"My lane is a place where they are very bad. It's only 5 days. It's very bad."

"It always going to be like that, off the go."

"It's better. Look, look, Antostray has grown.
Questions: Naturally in America, do Russians get to Bolsheviks as a product of certain ideas, standing by certain machines?

Conversation with mechanic on Volga steam: "I am a member of Komsomol. We are organized on board, and 5 candidates are a crew of 46. On going back, they have only 1 Communist. It's hard to get them to join. Why? Because they're mostly peasant origin; they believe in things like private property. The peasants don't like collective farms because they are not understood. A lot think it is something foreign, not truly Russian.

It's something Western. They're suspicious; they don't understand"

Jumped on to next steam. Men were carrying heavy things. G.P.O. men in uniform came down. "Who's Captain?"

Don't know, I'm a worker. Captain came. G.P.O. said something about a woman. "Right now at Rowan #6 in face. Heker said 'Drink. G.P.O. are very strict. It's your fault. Try to put them into prison. I expect to want to sleep there."

Gypsy women tell fortunes, referred to on a middle of site. Poor, old peasant women gain the most bread for gypsy child."
Section: Communism: State

1. Industrial training centers.
2. Better food supply.
4. Better pay for better work.

Favoring children of engineers have equal rights as workmen children. Taking the children of a good engineer who passes is sent from one factory to another. Now public first category

See Book 1. Eastpage

1. Doctors who invented the smoke:
   a. I expect they are a lot more tired in.
   b. Oh! very beautiful thing.
   c. They must be lot in Georgia.
      Uncertain: I.

2. Nationalism, I used to think it's wrong.
3. I'm not sure in Georgia; Cambres; wonderful.

Engineers: You saw some means? I never saw anything. From left:

Engineers found it hard put in 1949. My hope it will be better for us. Don't hope that
child will be able to go to school.

Now the is forced labor. Nobody has a
choice. Really my work forced labor. Because they have to go to the work in Utah.

All intelligent in Russia are

sentimental with the idea. They'd love to

take him. (gesture). The book, coming
out for 10 days were not life but

Potemkin's village.

There's been real town: number

of revenge. But I really am going honors to so-

called underpriveledges.

There are a lot of religion now:

now I of you who pretend the in Catholic.

Such friend who joined? Part just became

majority of people when he was working.

My few are really sincere.

Nationalism, I've story.

As (Tatars, etc.) they call Khazars. The

has made local nationalism fanciful.

Surprisingly is done by force.

Up towns no engineers have been at bottom

of scale. Now we've made equal.

We are poised to produce large quantities

of nickel rechroming the S. Utah, a new

source for industry. 
Sept 4 Samara 5 County.
A Samara station. There was a young man of a commune and an individual farmer. He said: "Now commune work everything in common, horse, garden animals, and everything except our clothes. The old people are happy, because everything is arranged, but a lot of young people want to get away to farm. Only 10 members have stayed. The Party member was a commune individual farmer. He said: "We are afraid of talking. How do you think people are talked about?"

Young man with K1M (Communist League) 7 youths. He said: "The American field in 1921. The farmers were tired."

Trommel fire of Commute because we had no ticket.

Stumbled 15 (20) miles from Samara. Saw threshing, walked across field, thinking, rest in red shirt on white horse.
Kotkhi, Emam: 2200 persons. 3000 people. Text: Village, town, road, town. This man 6000 families from near them. All men. We spent last year only a month at homes. Families, because we must clear, cut, saw, trees. The 5th birthday, or wedding, we prepared it, whatever. In 6 years, when they have paid for themselves, they are allowed to return. We leave my old How (90 years old), here, because they are not children. / Don't know. We have already liquidated / liquidated. Sudden change of heart. Vice president's wife. Old man's assistant (home command): yes, homework. 25 women in workshop. 20 women in workshop.

Kotkhi name / Station. In June, we had a campaign, cut / All labor. There was a lot of liquidation; we liquidated / all labor. Now there is none at all.

Account. Therefore, they are now done with piece work.

Her (whom to help) is back from Shanghai. Harvest: this year below average; 17-20 tons / for hectar.

Otto, when he was here, organized workers for / the idea of making it a small / factory. We sent 120 men / to Bishop, far to the south. We sent 520 tons to / Otego. 5 tons to another. We sent 700 tons to / Otego. 30 tons to another document. 90. Some 50 men. They went to work.

Village, town: 52 members. (for 5000, I believe) about 1 1/3 Communists. (one, one, one, etc.) 38 Vic. has no members.

We have already, you know, some years people we shall have to send 5758 / persons, which are to be opened this year.

9/2 - Beaconsfield: 1000.

We had a seat in my village, we sent / leader / chief here to Siberia, they've got / and he had a lot of letters to send / somewhere. He was a Khalik. He was that / homes, counted all people who died, that / they come to come / this he and hang all [Communists].

Catherine (Piece work). Last year we had a special equal pay. / A lot of people very large, said that / they worked or not the right / time, but we introduced something like / now they work for free. Now, work / is put down, / profits are divided at end of year.

We closed / close, now one wants / to turn it into a home of culture. Mrs. with / the fellow, meeting, play, letters. It will be a branch of Oceana / Union / 1709. We have now a branch of Oceana. Here we practice with gas, baskets / around / village. We must get prepared gas / way.

This year 55 members, 5 1/2 tons / 30 tons.
Walked from Sorkaya to Yarkant. Saw
bellweth, 7 camels, 10 wagons, 100
people. Will there be a Res. in him? Sitting
there. Fourth Nawab, his son, not
there. Sixth Nawab's home. They don't live.
Son. Live in peace, where the money is
coming in? Son? One was specially keen
for some money, and the other, black hair.
Unsatisfactory. Vice president asked about
questions to the others; question WiIe
said terrible. (see 3 pass book) dirty children
slept on floor; beautiful night outside; mom
Bung.

Sept. 5th. [Note]: Then supporter came. She
told us, his son came, then came a thin
woman, complete change in his attitude. It's
terrible. We can't speak, or we'll be sent
away. They took our cows, now we are
without a cow. We are in debt. We're worse than
before. But 1935-7, it was a five year. Absolutely,
change in attitude. We're in the village, changing.
Then went to Village, support, and
man came whispered, it's terrible.
Kolkhozy. Took my cow in my house. We
were standing near what's written Wotly. Wotly. Wotly.
How can we live with nothing in our house.
And we can't say anything to the next village.
We were in room next to their room, they'll
speak in whispers, I did not go out. The old
peasant followed in, whispered in, didn't

Background

Samoody, N. C.
Ary: 1936. 7.

Mandlay A. S.
Conversation with mechanic on Volga steamship: "I am a member of K.P.S. We are only 3 on board, and 6 candidates if we have a crew of 46. On going back this is only 1 candidate. It's hard to get them to join. Why? Because they're mostly of peasant origin, they believe in their private property. The peasants don't like collective farms because they do not stand. A lot think it is something foreign, not truly Russian. It's something Western. They're expecting they don't understand.

I jumped on to next steamship. Men were carrying heavy things. G.P.U. men in uniform came. I thought, 'Who are they?' I don't know. I'm another. Captain came. G.P.U. said something about a room. "Rifle you are Room 15 is free." Writer said, 'Look, G.P.U. in my strict if they found out they'd put them into prison. I expect to sleep it out.'

Gypsy woman tells fortune refused to go on to middle of ship, but until different woman gave her 20 black bread for gypsy child.
New Policy. Communist State.

1. Magnificent gains in health.
2. Better food supply.
4. Better pay for better work.

Now children of engineers have equal rights as workers' children, entering school—this also brings a degree of freedom. Working is now a choice. Originally, work was forced labor because you had to go to the work: it was taboo.

All intelligentsia in Russia are distinguished with Bernhard's law. They'd love to strangle him. (Gesture). The food comes out for 10 days; very nothing last Potemkin's village.

Now has been real time; number of roubles greatly are given honors by so-called credit.

Now a lot of religion is among your friends who pretend it in Canada.

I've a friend who joined. Park just became majority of people when he was industrial. Very few are real since.

Nationalism is a story.

Here (Canada) the Yiddish Americans. Thing has made local nationalism fantastic.

Everything is done by force.

Up towns we engineers have been at bottom of society. Now we are made equal.

We are now to produce large quantities of nickel & chromium. W. Ural, a new source to industry.
Sept. 4th, Samara county.
A Samara station there was a young woman of a Commune and an individual farm."
Commune said: "Our commune we own everything in common house, garden, animals, land, everything except our clothes. The old people are happy, because everything is arranged, except for the younger people want to get away and farm. Only 400 members, fewer than about 30 party members."
Individual farm (heart last winter with small pox) said: "We are afraid of talking to you, because people are telling you half-truth of their village."
Young man will say: "Commune started in 1921."
"The American called..." "No fences in the field."
"Tortured five of Grobly - because we had no ticket."
Stating about 15 (20) miles from Samara. Got out car, then ship, walked across field. Stopped for tea - scene in red shirt on white horse. Est..."
Kotzhe, name of Stalin... In January, we had a campaign, we eliminated... There was a lot of infiltrators; we liquidated infiltrators, now they are none at all.

Kotzhe, name of Stalin.

Accounts:

We closed this one, we are going to turn it into a Home of Culture. May be fine, meeting, plays. But, it will be a base of opportunities for people. We have now a branch of OGPU here in the village. We must do something at war. We lost 120 men, 100 in fighting. Some go back, they want to...
Went from Dorkhoy to Vosknessale. 

"Soul's mouth of the alphabet! It's a great concern. 

When will there be a fish?" And: "I see that the other fish are not let. 

So, how can I save him? What is the meaning of all these things?" 

"One day, especially when I see the money, black eyes, black hair. 

Unshaven, Viso, I woke up after a thousand questions to his cottage. 

Wife said terrible (see p. 3 page back), but child slept on floor, beautiful night outside, mom boy.

Sept. 5. Note: Then my wife came. She 

then whispered to Vici, then he came in the room, complete change in his attitude. "It's terrible. We can't speak, or we'll be sent away. They took away our cons and now we go get a bowl of bread. It's worse, much worse than before! Rev. But 1946-7, there were five years. Absolute change in attitude. 

"We've got to keep quiet about this. 

The man went to Village Street and 

man came whispered. "It's terrible. 

Volkhov, they took my cow and my horse. Now, they are 


How can we live with nothing in our door. 

And we can't say anything or the Ali will ask them. All are sleeping in village. 

We were in room next to the room I'll never speak in whisper. If I went out, the old peasant followed me, whispered in my ear."

Sadness by H.C. 

Samuely H.C. 

Mandtury A.H.